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NEWLY FILLED & OPEN BOARD POSITIONS

HAWSOB Update

Hello Heroin Anonymous!

I want to thank each and every one of you for reading the Mainline
and for keeping our fellowship alive. HAWS is almost entirely run by
volunteer members of HA. We meet every month to try and carry out
HA's business between conferences.

Contact The Mainline Bulletin:

All correspondence will be filtered by our H.A. bulletin committee at: haworldbulletin@gmail.com.
We can also be contacted through our website at: www.heroinanonymous.org

https://unsplash.com/@raimondklavins?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
mailto:haworldbulletin@gmail.com
http://www.heroinanonymous.org
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Do you love service work? Do you find the traditions and concepts to
be stimulating instead of depressing? Do you want to make sure that
HA is here for years to come? Then service with the HAWS board may be
right for you!

We are still accepting applications for the following positions:

-(2) At-large Voting Members: These are for new members to the board.
The sole function of this position is to show up and help us to
discuss and vote on decisions. Eventually these members join other
committees and may be asked to fill other roles.

- Non-Addict Advisor: This is someone who is not a member of HA. They
may be an expert in recovery fellowships, non-profits or possess
various business skills that they wish to volunteer for the good of
HA

- Vice-Treasurer: Our newest position, this member would be a part of
checks and balances on the board… pun intended! As Vice-Treasurer you
will assist in the maintenance of HA's funds which directly affects
our ability to serve the fellowship!

- Mainline Chairperson: This position involves coordinating the
Mainline Bullein’s subcommittee, ensuring a batch of stories and
updates is collected, edited, and published each month. The committee
runs itself, but corresponding with HAWSOB is the primary function of
the Chairperson

If you are interested, please send service resumes and inquiries to:
hawssecretary@gmail.com

CONVENTION AUCTION

2021 HA World Convention Auction

Dear Friends,

The 3rd Annual Heroin Anonymous World Convention is coming to
Atlanta Georgia August 27th to 29th. This year’s theme is “Cleaning

Contact The Mainline Bulletin:

All correspondence will be filtered by our H.A. bulletin committee at: haworldbulletin@gmail.com.
We can also be contacted through our website at: www.heroinanonymous.org
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Up the Dirty South." HA Groups from all around the world will be
coming together to celebrate this amazing fellowship and what it has
done for our lives!!

Our annual convention features an auction which has become a huge
source of support. This year, we are hoping to  continue to raise
funds to support further growth of HA groups. For our annual auction,
we rely on contributions to help  us keep our costs low.

Would you consider contributing to the cause and providing an item to
our auction?

Here are our guidelines for auction items and things to consider:

• Historical recovery related material/books
• Clothing and merchandise
• Home goods/Decorations/Art
• Electronics
• Services in Atlanta Area – (Massages, oil changes, concert/sporting
event tickets)

If you have merchandise or an item that you would like to
contribute, please email ebboleeric1@gmail.com to set up shipping
and delivery options.

If you are a member interested in contributing to the HA convention
but do not have an item for the auction, you may also do so using
the link below. Please be respectful of our 7th Tradition which
states, “Every H.A. group  ought to be fully self-supporting,
declining outside contributions."

http://heroinanonymous.org/donate-and-finances/

Thank you in advance for your generosity.

Sincerely,

Heroin Anonymous Auction Committee

Eric Ebbole

For more information about the 2021 HA World Convention please visit:

https://heroinanonymous.org/convention/

Contact The Mainline Bulletin:

All correspondence will be filtered by our H.A. bulletin committee at: haworldbulletin@gmail.com.
We can also be contacted through our website at: www.heroinanonymous.org

mailto:ebboleeric1@gmail.com
http://heroinanonymous.org/donate-and-finances/
https://heroinanonymous.org/convention/
mailto:haworldbulletin@gmail.com
http://www.heroinanonymous.org
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CONVENTION MERCHANDISE

2021 HA World Convention Merchandise

Contact The Mainline Bulletin:
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WHAT GOD HAS DONE FOR ME

Personal Story: Anonymous

Including treatments and sober
living, I have spent about three
years of my life in institutions.
Since I first used at 15 until now
at 32, I have spent right at half of
that time in sobriety, and the other
half using every drug under the sun.
Every time I have gone to treatment,
I have had the exact same attitude.
This is bullshit, and I plotted how
I somehow would beat the game when I
got out. I have gotten high in
treatment, used exiting the parking
lot, and I have gone to sober living
and stayed sober 6 consecutive
years. So what is the difference?
God has granted me different levels
of willingness each time. I often
wonder where this willingness comes
from and where it goes. How can I be
totally willing one day to shoot
heroin to the bitter end, and then
the next day decide the way I'm
living is unacceptable? It is
baffling to me that I will raise my
hand, ask for help and volunteer to
be dopesick by means of going to
rehab knowing damn well the hell I
am going to have to face.

Today I am a firm believer that
willingness or lack thereof can only
come from god. Like an idea, where
willingness originates cannot be
quantified. I believe everything in
my life has happened exactly how it
was supposed to and could not happen

any other way. God uses willingness,
like all character defects and/or
assets, for the greater plan. If I
lack any power over these things,
what can I control? It seems to me
that I can only control my attitude
towards these situations and my
ability to try and make them right
when I screw it up. The example that
comes to mind is when someone asks a
question that could affect my ego,
like how much can I bench press. I
do not think; I just reply. I’m
driven to lie because I care what
people think about me. Even writing
this now, I wonder if anyone will
think I am intelligent from what I
have written. If I have invited god
into my life, I have the ability to
recognize my mistakes and correct my
behavior.

I have been asked the question on a
few occasions: what will be
different this time? I cannot tell
you what or if will be different in
the future, but the biggest
difference thus far has been my
willingness. I always walk out of
treatment/ sober living figuratively
shooting the bird as I leave it in
the dust. I say things like, “You
won’t catch me back there.” This
time, I have taken the attitude of
as many times as it takes. I will
not go quietly, and I will not give
up. I'll screw up, own it, and
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trudge along. Today I have the
willingness to put in the work to
not shoot dope. At one time if
someone would have told me, “You
didn’t shoot dope yesterday. You
probably won't shoot dope today, and
you have a chance to not shoot dope

tomorrow.” I would have said sign me
up. I am grateful that god has given
me so much more.

- Anonymous

X X X

If you would like your meeting featured in our meeting spotlight
or have any other content you would like to submit, please feel

free to contact us at haworldbulletin@gmail.com.

Thank you!
The Folks at The HAWS Mainline
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